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I have labeled this a morning update as I have some spare time this morning and will again this evening and 
hope to do another update then.

Below are a few more slides from the school at Kyamagemule. 

The first is of the school faculty. In Uganda you may have a certificate for teaching, which is the most basic. 
The next level is a diploma and ultimately a degree. None of these teachers have a degree but all are 
attempting to move up from either certificate to diploma, or diploma to degree. Having made this observation, 
remember the update of yesterday which stated this school already is out performing others in the area.

The photo of the students does not include all the students, just those where I was taking the photo. This was 
the first week of school and it was also a week of great rain so some students have not yet reported for classes 
because they are helping their parents plant crops in the wet ground. By the end of next week, all students will 
be back for the final term of this year.

In this type ministry, you learn you  have to set priorities and as Clint Eastwood says "know your limitations." I 
would love to improve their kitchen but what they have now works just fine and other things are actually more 
important.

There is a photo of the meal we served at one of the home gatherings. The difference between this meal and 
the porridge at the school is ministry funds paid for the home gathering meals and the school has to live within 
its means. In the future, when I am back in Kyamagemule, I intend to include in the ministry funding, a meal for 
the whole school.

Lastly, Elsie Stewart made some pillow cases dresses for some of the girls at the school and there is a photo of 
these being distributed. This has been done at least twice in the past.

School Faculty Most of the students



School Kitchen Receiving a daily lunch of porridge

Home gathering meal
 (chicken, rice, potatoes, and cabbage)

Elsie Stewart's Pillow Dresses
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